
Acme SW201 Smartwatch

We have little something to improve your daily life –

smartwatch which will keep you updated with your

schedule (calls, meetings, other notifications) as well as will

serve you good when you exercise thanks to high accuracy

heart rate. To start with, ACME SW201 Smartwatch will

inform you about all notifications you usually get to your

phone, like incoming calls, emails or social networks

notifications. Besides, you can set your own reminders in the

watch to never again miss your favourite show on TV or

simply drink more water during the day. Furthermore, this

smartwatch has high accuracy heart rate monitor which

makes every heart beat count to provide you with precise

results of your training. To get even more accurate results,

you can choose between different sports you are taking and

see results of that concrete exercise thanks to multi-sport

mode. All this information may be viewed on your phone in

the special app or simply on the smartwatch screen. Worthy

to mention the screen is colourful and touch-sensitive for

easy navigation and control. 

Features

High accuracy heart rate monitor 

Tracks heart activity while you are both

exercising and resting

Multi-sport function

Allows to select several different

activities

Pedometer

Counts your steps, distance and burnt

calories

Colourful touch screen 

Responds to the touch to display time &

date, calories burnt, heart rate and

other functions

Sleep monitoring

Counts average hours of sleep, deep

and light sleep time, indicates the hour

of falling asleep and waking up



Acme SW201 Smartwatch

Technical Specifications

   Heart rate measuring Automatic and manual  

   Multi-Sport Mode Yes  

   Sensors Accelerometer

optical heart rate monitor

  

   Steps and distance monitoring Yes  

   Burnt calories monitoring Yes  

   Colourful screen Yes  

   Colour Black  

   Closure Buckle  

   Strap material Silicone  

   Strap size 2,2 cm  

   Wrist size 17–23 cm  

   Calling function Yes  

   Weight 0,066 kg  

   Display size 1.30”  

   Control Touchscreen and 1 button  

   Battery type Li-ion  

   Battery life 48 h  

   Compatibility Android 4.4 and above, iOS 8.0 and above, Bluetooth v4.0 and above  

   Strap Removable  

   Remote music control Yes  

   Contacts synchronization Yes  

   Type Smartwatch  

   Connections Bluetooth  

   Bluetooth version V4.0 BLE  

   Display IPS  

   Built-in microphone Yes  

   Remote camera shutter Yes  

   Vibrating alarm Yes  

   Weather display Yes  

   Voice recording Yes  

   Anti-lost alert Yes  

   Touch screen Yes  

   Sleep monitoring Yes  

   Call/Message notifications Yes  

   Calendar notifications Yes  

   Features Set your own reminders  

   Built-in speaker Yes  



Ordering Details

   Model    Acme SW201 Smartwatch

   Product No    507173

   EAN code    4770070880050

Dimensions

   Dimensions (product) (D x W x H), mm    -

   Dimensions (package) (D x W x H), mm    -

   Dimensions (inner carton) (D x W x H), mm    -

   Dimensions (master carton) (D x W x H), mm    -

   Volume of master carton, cbm    -

Shipping Specifications

   Inner carton, pcs    -

   Master carton, pcs    -

   Pallet, cartons    -

   Master carton weight Netto, kg    -

   Master carton weight Brutto, kg    -

   Product weight Netto, kg    -

   Product weight Brutto, kg    -
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